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Alan D. Whittemore 

Dean of Enrollment Management 
 

Office of Admission 

 
The biggest news coming from the Admission Office is the addition of Mr. Ben Pinette as our 

Public Relations Assistant. Although limited by part-time hours, Ben has written dozens of 

timely press releases and keeps our social media accounts up to date. I will include the fall 

newsletter he created at the BOT meeting. Ben holds a BA in Journalism from the University of 

Maine @ Presque Isle and has helped us promote our nationally acclaimed school throughout the 

state. Please send along any news stories you may have. 

 

Fall Activities 

 

This fall was completely discombobulated by the recruiting trip to Kazakhstan, a StudyMaine 

event hosted by the Maine International Trade Center, which occurred in mid-September. 

Thankfully, Danielle was able to schedule over 60 high school visits for me throughout the fall. 

In most cases, I also visited the area middle schools in each district whenever time permitted.  It 

is my belief visiting high schools and middle schools should remain part of the mission to 

promote our presence. 

 

Fall Open House Review 

 

This fall the numbers continue to be strong. We actually had to defer some late registrants to our 

January Open House due to space limitations in both our dining facilities as well as the 

classrooms. Now that we are a school of 147, classroom space is more of an issue at an Open 

House than ever before, especially when 72 have registered (65 attended).   

 

To reflect the level of current interest, last November’s Open House, 2013, attendance was 71, 

2012 it was 49 (total from two open houses) and the fall 2011 two open houses totaled 44.  

To accommodate the 61 interviews (57 in 2013), all members of faculty arrived on campus 

Sunday the 9
th

 to meet and chat with our guests. 

 

Our 39 ambassadors (22 last year, 12 year in 2012) led our guests throughout campus and the 

precise coordination of interviews, tours, classroom visits, registration, etc., is due solely to 

Danielle Deschaine’s professionalism and dedication. This is not new and I still don’t have 

enough command of the English language to adequately describe my sincerest appreciation for 

her attention to detail and heartfelt desire to meet the needs of every single prospective student 

and family. Thank you, Danielle for caring about our special school here in the County. 
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+ All 16 Counties were represented  

+ Total: 32 male/33 female compared to last year’s 41 male/27 female ratio 

+ Rising 9
th

 graders: 23 male/16 female (39 total) ’13: 24 male/12 female (36 total) 

+ Rising 10
th

 graders: 7 male/11 female (18 total) ’13: 10 male/ 7 female (17 total) 

+ Rising 11
th

 graders: 2 male/  4 female (6 total) ’13:   3 male/ 7 female (10 total) 

+ Rising 7 & 8
th

 graders: 2 female ’13: 4 male/1 female (5 total)    

 

State of Admission 

 

We currently have 45 inquiries in process (66 in ’13). In addition to the 45 files in process, we 

have also received 17 applications, which is a small increase from the 15 applications at this time 

last year. Furthermore, we have six wait-listed students all of whom have indicated a desire to 

enroll. Also, 21 students denied last year mostly due to a lack of Algebra 1 were encouraged to 

re-apply this year. We expect a healthy pool for the early notification review which is November 

28
th

 and we plan to notify them by Christmas break. Feb. 1 is the deadline.  

 

We do not anticipate the use of a wait list as we plan to graduate 48 students and we now have 

total capacity of 171 students. I do, however, expect to meet our goal of 156 mission appropriate 

enrolled students next fall. We are striving to have a consistent number of graduates so we may 

admit a consistent number of students each fall. To assist in the process of enrollment 

management, our goal by class looks like this: 

 

Senior (class of ’16)    51  (51 returning,   0 new) 

Junior (class of ’17)    41  (31 returning, 10 new) 

Sophomore (class of ’18)   48  (15 returning, 33 new) 

Freshman (class of ’19)   16  (  0 returning, 16 new)  

Fall 2015 Total Enrollment 156  (97 returning, 59 new) 

 

Note: These are projected numbers and it does not include attrition beyond the date of this report. 

 
  



 

 

              

Michael G. Lambert 

Chief Operating Officer 
 

Audit 

The Audit Committee met on November 10, 2014 to review the FY 2013 financial audit. No 

material weaknesses or deficiencies were noted in the audit. There is cause for concern over the 

deficit in the Residential Life Fund which will affect our cash flow in the long term if it remains 

uncorrected (the administration is actively pursuing cost cutting, increasing revenue to reduce the 

deficit). All funds showed a carry forward except Residential Life. The total deficit for the year 

across all funds is $21,911. 

 

Compensation 

The compensation committee continues its work at developing a comprehensive compensation 

plan for all staff. They are currently collecting data from similar schools. 

 

This year, we did not present a recommendation for wage and salary increases based on 

uncertainty in the final revenue numbers. At this meeting, the administrators will recommend to 

the Board that a retroactive wage and salary increase be authorized for all staff of record on June 

30, 2014. The increase would comprise of a 1% increase plus a fixed amount of $446.68 per 

employee. 

 

The approximate increase per full time employee at various wage rates would be: 

 

Current Wage rate/A     Estimated Increase 

 

 $25,000      2.79% 

 $40,000      2.12% 

 $50,000      1.89% 

 $70,000      1.64% 

 $90,000      1.56% 

 

The total cost of this increase $34,340 of direct cost plus $1,366.49 of payroll driven costs (e.g. 

workers compensation, FICA, unemployment, etc.) The amount would be prorated for part time 

employees. 

 

Residential Facilities 

Both facilities are operating well. We continue to work out the glitches at the Manor with heat 

and hot water. Both issues involved very low cost repairs. 

 

We have installed new lighting on the stage at the Veterans’ Gym. The old fixtures were 400W 

incandescent fixtures; the new ones are fluorescents. A motion sensor was also installed to turn 

off lights when not in use. Motion sensors were also installed on BWing hallway lights. We are 

continuing to assess our energy needs and costs and work at reducing both. 
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Bids for dormitory furniture have been solicited. The RFP included wooden furtniture made of 

solid hardwood. It is predicated at replacing 18 suites per year (a “suite” consists of 2 desks, 2 

chairs, 2 wardrobes, 2 dressers, 2 bunkable beds, 2 night stands and one bookcase) over the next 

4 to 5 years. Actual acquisition of the furniture will be somewhat dependent on fundraising 

activities. 

 

Budgeting 

We will soon start our budget process for FY’16. The process will follow the same methodology 

we’ve used in prior years. The first part is to set our enrollment goals and curriculum, determine 

our human resource needs and fill in with all the services, supplies, energy needs, etc. to operate 

the school. Our target date is to have a budget to the Board by the March meeting. This target 

date is conditional on the state’s biennial budgeting process. 
  



 

              

Nancy C. Richardson, PhD 

Academic Dean 
 
It’s hard to believe I am now writing my second report as Academic Dean. So far I have survived 

three snowstorms (which seemed major to me, but apparently are minor by Maine 

standards…yikes!). I am also now the proud owner of my first pair of snow shoes and my first 

set of studded tires, so I predict lots of exploration and adventures in the snow this winter. One 

nice perk of the early sunsets up here is that I have rediscovered my love of stargazing and night 

hikes. My only hope is that I also master cross country skiing and see another Northern Lights 

display before the cold finally chases me indoors for the rest of the season. 

 

In terms of academics, my first semester has been both challenging and rewarding. This week 

will see the last session of First Year Seminar, which will culminate with a student panel on 

preparing for mid-term exams. Highlights from that class have included a presentation on the 

brain and memorization given by Dr. Randy von Smith,  a discussion on college and 

standardized testing led by our college counselor, Erica Jortberg, and—my favorite—a lesson on 

self-defense and martial arts that was team taught by myself and one of our first year students. 

That session may have been the most memorable for me, as it gave me the opportunity to teach 

the students a few basic moves, while also giving me an excuse to knock Matt Grillo, our Dean 

of Students, over a few times.   In all seriousness, Matt and I have had a lot of fun teaching this 

class together and have already been in dialogue about ways to improve the class for next year. 

Our current students have been a great asset in this discussion and I expect the class will 

continue to improve and become even more beneficial to our new students as the years progress.  

 

In addition to the time I have devoted to our first year students, I’ve also forged good 

connections with the rest of our student body, largely by setting up regular meetings with student 

senate to discuss potential changes to our current academic structure. The biggest modification 

this semester, which was vetted by both the students and the faculty, was to set up a system by 

which first year students could be excused from structured study contingent on their academic 

standing at the 1/3 progress reports. So far, this modification has met with positive feedback and 

has helped to instill our students with a greater sense of autonomy and responsibility for their 

own education. In fact, this change has been so well received that the faculty and I are already 

exploring other ways that we can make all of our students more accountable and self –reliant as 

they progress through the curriculum at MSSM. As this report goes to print, for instance, the 

faculty, senior administration and I are just wrapping up a conversation about removing gaming 

blocks permanently so that students will have to learn to set limits and manage their time 

appropriately. This suggestion has also met with strong approval from all parties involved and I 

suspect it may be implemented on a trial basis in the coming school year.  

 

Much like the students, the faculty has also been an invaluable asset as I grow into my new role 

here at MSSM, responding favorably to new traditions—such as the Harvest Potluck that 

preceded our first Teacher Workshop Day—while also helping me to navigate such established 

customs as Teacher Conferences and Academic Team Meetings. Both the Math and Science 

Departments have also made good progress on their program review questions and the handful of 
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classes that I have observed have been phenomenal to say the least. Despite all of this good 

news, however, faculty morale remains a serious concern for me. The frustration that has been 

expressed to me time and again about perceived salary inequities, larger class sizes and over 

taxation due to rapid school growth has weighed heavily on my mind this semester. No matter 

how much I stress my appreciation for the teachers and the work that they do, I worry that this 

sentiment alone is not enough to overcome the general feeling of discontent that is so apparent to 

me. Having an Academic Dean to act as an advocate has certainly helped to streamline some 

processes and get academic concerns addressed much quicker but I remain deeply troubled by 

the number of teachers who I know are seeking alternative employment for the coming school 

year.  

 

In terms of my own professional growth, I attended both the Aroostook County Superintendents 

Meeting and the Aroostook Principals Meeting back in October where I learned about online 

educational programs and the many challenges faced by other public schools in this area. I was 

also fortunate to attend the latest NCSSS conference in Baltimore, where I made connections 

with several other administrators, including one from the Missouri School of Science and 

Mathematics, who has offered to work with us to set up a visit that would culminate with a 

viewing of a total solar eclipse in 2017. Additionally, I have started to research Professional 

Development opportunities for the summer, most notably a course on Maine School Law. Long 

term, I have also looked into some online degree courses that would ultimately enable me to earn 

a certificate (or another degree) in Educational Leadership.  
  



 

 

              

Matthew Grillo 

Dean of Students/Director of Residential Life 
 

The MSSM community is coming to the end of the first semester (in recent history) with a 

second dormitory. The “Manor” is currently housing 16 male students.  The students residing 

there are a mix of returning and new students, all either 11
th

 or 12
th

 graders. The maintenance 

staff has worked hard at fixing issues that have arisen, such as hot water during peak shower 

times and heating issues.  MSSM’s 6 Residential instructors and 1 Assistant Residential Director 

run a minimum of 17 shuttles between the Manor and the Academic Building/Upper Dorm each 

school day and 11 shuttle trips on the weekends.  

 

Another change this year has been the strengthened relationship between MSSM and AMHC. 

The importance of this relationship cannot be overstated as it plays a key role in ensuring the 

overall health of the student body.  Currently there are two weekly meetings staffed and 

supported by AMHC: “Guys Group” and what has become a student discussion group.  Each 

group meets one hour a week.  The walk in-counselor clinic is open each weekday afternoon for 

3 hours, 5 days a week.  

 

Traditional activities still going strong at MSSM include weekly community service trips to 

locations that include the PI homeless shelter and our local Catholic Charities outlet, Indoor 

Rock Climbing at UMPI, and a Saturday morning outing group that is starting to gain more 

members. Weekly skiing trips to Big Rock Mountain will begin as soon as the slopes are open. 

The ability to expand our off-campus trips and activities (to both more students and more 

locations) is limited by vehicle and staff availability.  

 

We have had two rooms in the dormitory that have reported bedbug activity this year. Both 

situations were dealt with by removing specific items of furniture and treating the room with 

anti-bedbug chemicals. No additional bedbug activity has been reported.  

 

As MSSM continues to grow as projected, the need for more services and staff will grow as 

well.  An official infirmary that could be located on Lower C wing would provide the ability to 

isolate students with infectious diseases and consolidate our health services resources. It would 

provide a private location for our counseling services and allow for efficient storage of the ever 

increasing volume of medical files that must be kept.  

 

In closing, I am proud to work with the students of MSSM and all the residential life staff. The 

residential instructors, maintenance, custodial, nursing and administrative support staff continue 

to give 100% of themselves as their workload increases without additional compensation. I know 

that the Board of Trustees and the senior administrative staff are working to change this. I 

encourage them to make this their top priority moving forward as we grow.  
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Brian Sullivan, PhD, Science Instructor 

Faculty 
 

I love the Maine School of Science and Math, and I know that my fellow faculty members do as 

well. It is hard to imagine a better job than teaching subjects we are passionate about with 

students who are eager to learn, and who, like us, are passionate about learning. In many ways 

this is an exciting time to be teaching at the number one public school not just in the state of 

Maine but all of New England. At the same time it is a difficult time to be teaching here. It is a 

time filled with more challenges than usual. Please note that more than most management reports 

the faculty report is an expression of the sentiments of many individuals. Though this report 

includes personal reflections of its author, it represents an effort to express the joys and the 

concerns of the entire faculty, which are not always unanimous, or necessarily shared by the 

author. 
 

We, as faculty, enjoy a vibrant community of peers, but I think that most of us would agree that 

our students are the highlight of our experience here. However, having more students at our 

growing school brings both new rewards and new challenges. The spectrum of clubs, music, and 

sports currently enjoyed by our students is both more diverse and livelier than at any time I have 

witnessed so far. This year I have enjoyed walking into a gymnasium filled with dozens of 

juggling students. Students gather weekly to play traditional folk music. Under the leadership of 

Andrew Sullivan, our music program has improved dramatically over the past four years. This 

year our band has grown by nearly 50% over last year’s level of participation, and we recently 

put on perhaps the most impressive student musical performance that anyone currently at the 

school has witnessed. The theater program is enjoying a renaissance under the leadership of 

Mike McCartney and visiting faculty member Lee Rose (father of Corin Rose, class of ‘15). Our 

students are also continuing to excel in competitive scholarly activities such as youth in 

government, and VEX robotics, under the leadership of Dan Melega and Greg Hamlin, 

respectively. Our math teams are also as strong as ever. Our students and faculty alike are proud 

to have multiple top ranked math teams at MSSM.  
 

Successes are not limited to faculty activity on campus. Dr. Eustis-Grandy has been officially 

accepted into the Jackson Laboratory Teacher Research Sabbatical Program in Bar Harbor, 

which will run from Jan. 12 - May 8, 2015.  Her research mentor will be Dr. Ron Korstanje, who 

studies age-related changes in kidney structure and function.  His lab also uses sophisticated 

imaging technologies to create 3D reconstructions of the micro-anatomy of kidneys. She will 

likely be working on a project related to those technologies. In November Dr. Eustis-Grandy 

attended the annual meeting of the National Association of Biology Teachers, held this year in 

Cleveland, Ohio.  There were many interesting sessions on the latest advances in biology, as well 

as on classroom instructional strategies. Among the highlights were an afternoon spent at the 

Cleveland Clinic (a research/teaching hospital focused on developing new disease treatments), 

and talks by Dr. Stanley Prusiner (winner of the 1997 Nobel Prize for his discovery of Prions) 

and Dr. Briana Pobiner (who uses fossils to reconstruct the diets of prehistoric humans). 
 

Amid this sea of success, we do face several challenges as a school and as a faculty. One of these 

is that it is simply not possible to actually know all the students and the entire faculty with a 
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community size of greater than 150 individuals. Several studies of this phenomenon have been 

published, and more than one faculty member here has observed it to be true. Two years ago I 

knew all the students by name by November even though I had no sophomores or freshmen in 

my classes. We can certainly work on ways to know our whole community better, but there does 

seem to be a certain fundamental limit that sets in around the 150 person mark.  
 

The morale of the faculty has never in my experience been as low as it has been for the past three 

semesters. There are several causes, and a few of them are related to money. One of these is the 

state of facilities. We have recently experienced slow or intermittent network resources. This 

makes it difficult to depend on technological tools in teaching. Physical problems with the school 

building are usually fixed eventually, but often requests for improvements take more than a year 

to arrive. Classroom temperatures are highly variable. There has been a huge number of flies in 

parts of the building recently. The fly phenomenon is a county wide epidemic, but it does cause 

some frustration. There are places where whiteboards and bulletin boards are in a state of ill 

repair.   More than one student has complained to me about a disconnect between the excellent 

quality of our curriculum and the sometimes patchy quality of our infrastructure. I will 

acknowledge that complaining about facilities seems to be a favorite pastime of young people. 

However their criticisms are frequently well founded. This problem could perhaps be 

ameliorated by a clear presentation of the proper procedure for requesting facility related repairs 

and improvements, and by frequent and clear communication about what cannot be easily fixed 

in the short term. 
 

Compensation is another area that has caused a drop in morale. Faculty are frustrated by 

uncertainty about wage increases this year coupled with institutional growth whose pace at least 

was opposed by the majority of faculty last year. There are also concerns regarding fairness and 

the spectrum of faculty compensation and how it relates or fails to relate to the services provided 

by individuals and/or the compensation of comparable individuals and similar institutions 

elsewhere. Part of this stems from poorly defined or nonexistent job descriptions, and job 

expectations that sometimes change with little notice.  
 

Another major challenge faced by faculty is how our current and future curriculum needs to 

relate to the school’s current and future admissions agenda. The highest level courses offered at 

MSSM represent a major strength of our institution. The pre-university offering of these courses, 

such as computational biology, computational physics, higher math, complex analysis, linear 

algebra, and quantum mechanics is unique in the state. Our highest level humanities classes are 

also of the highest caliber and highest level of rigor in the state. High school students can’t take 

these courses anywhere else. They certainly can’t do so with a teacher to student ratio of 1:16 or 

better. One challenge we face is how to balance offering these courses to increasing numbers of 

students while also continuing to serve students at the lower levels of our curriculum. We have a 

strong reputation in the state, and we continually attract a certain number of unbelievably 

precocious students.  One fear related to growth is that accepting more students may mean 

accepting more students at the lower end of maturity and/or skill level, or at least that the spread 

may be wider in student aptitude and/or maturity at all levels. It is a challenge to simultaneously 

offer our highest level courses to more students and also adequately prepare larger numbers of 

less mature and/or less highly qualified students.  
 

Many faculty have expressed concerns with a perceived lack of transparency in the admissions 

process. There are also fears that expanding size of the school is being granted higher priority 

than ensuring our ability to teach the spectrum of admitted students. This is especially true when 



 

we have limited resources for expanding the size of our faculty, and a severely limited ability to 

fill faculty positions in a timely fashion. July and August are really too late in the year to be 

filling necessary teaching positions.  
 

Faculty accepts and acknowledges that there is an art as well as a science to admissions. Every 

year MSSM will admit some students who seem marginally qualified but turn out to excel. It is 

also understood that MSSM will sometimes accept students who appear abundantly qualified, 

but fall short of expectations after matriculation. Some indicators of being well-qualified are hard 

to quantify. However, the standards for admission are not entirely transparent.  We understand 

that as at most schools admission standards are an administrative and not a faculty decision, but 

simply wish to share our concerns and our desire for more communication. Admission of 

marginally qualified and/or immature students places a huge and unfair burden on the teachers 

who serve our first-year students. Some concerns have been expressed about the very large 

proportion of open house attendees who would be freshmen or younger next year. Fears, whether 

justified or not have an impact on morale, and clearer and more frequent communication may 

serve to assuage these concerns.  
  



 

 

 
              

 

Grier Ostermann, President 

Student Senate  
 

The Student Senate continues to take recommendations from students via our suggestion box. 

Many student requests that we are looking into are primarily facilities-based, such as getting 

more workout equipment, benches for the academic hallways, and a water purification system. A 

problem we have been running into recently is trying to find the line of what Student Senate 

should supply the students, and what the school itself should supply. For instance, is it Senate’s 

job to purchase items, such as fitness equipment, that the school cannot afford? Our current 

answer is no, but we are still looking into this topic and others like it. Other student suggestions 

have been about cafeteria food, academic class problems, and other assorted issues. 

 
This year, a few of our larger appropriations have been for a new foosball table and for getting 

clocks to put in some of the bathrooms. We have also expressed our opinions via resolutions on a 

few internet and Structured Study related topics. One project which will start soon is an art wall 

in the lower lounge run by Senate. Photo club and Art club can hang their work, and there will be 

a public section for people not involved in either club. Currently in the works is an MSSM/LCS 

dance, and our monthly surprise pancake night (where senators cook many pancakes for hungry 

and disgruntled students). We are continuing our fire pit project, keeping it on the backburner 

while we slowly accumulate funds for it. Students are still waiting on the 12 passenger vans with 

high hopes. Morale also seems higher this year, which I think is in part to the fact that clubs, 

sports, the play, and other extracurricular activities have grown in quantity and attendance levels, 

and also in part to just having more students around. It has been a successful fall semester for the 

Student Senate! 
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Lisa Smith, President & CEO 

MSSM Foundation 
 

Compliance Updates: 

The Foundation’s annual financial review by accountant Chad Bartley of Presque Isle resulted in 

no modifications to our financial statements.  Chad submitted the Foundation’s 990 federal tax 

form in early November.  

 

Due to new legislation passed Aug. 1, 2014, the Foundation no longer has to renew its state 

Charitable Solicitations license. 

 

Maine Community Foundation Updates: 

We currently have 13 funds established through the Maine Community Foundation representing 

a $402,399 endowment.  These are generating 4% interest annually. 

 

The MSSM Summer Programs is establishing a Summer Camp Scholarship Fund through MCF 

this year.  The fund will be initially seeded with $15,000 from the MSSM Summer Camp.  The 

goal is that the MSSM Summer Camp will invest $10,000 each year, as summer camp revenue 

permits.  The annual interest (4%) generated from this fund will be used to provide scholarships 

for MSSM summer campers who require financial assistance to attend camp. 

 

Board of Visitors Working Group Update: 

Informational packets about the school and Foundation were sent to the 12 board of visitors.  An 

annual gathering has been arranged for these visitors at Thomas College for January 30, 2015, 

with a snow-date of Feb. 6, 2015.  This event will include a presentation about the 

school/Foundation and an opportunity for the board of visitors to learn more about the MSSM 

through its students and faculty. 

 

Nominating & Governance Committee Updates: 

The nominating committee has nominated Kevin O’Sullivan and Rick Hobbs as members of the 

Foundation Board of Directors. Rick Hobbs is an M.D. who runs a private practice called Plum 

Blossom Acupuncture and Integrative Medicine.  He is also a preceptor for the Maine Dartmouth 

Family Medicine Residency.  Kevin O’Sullivan is the father of an MSSM alumna and the 

principal for The Righ Group, Inc. Rick and Kevin are excited to a be a part of the Board of 

Directors. The nominating committee has also nominated Sandy Adams to join the Foundation: 

Sandy has extensive fundraising experience. 

The nominating committee would like to have a full vote by the board at the Dec. meeting to 

vote in Kevin and Rick with full voting privileges, until their official induction at the annual 

meeting Sept. 2015. 
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Grant Committee Updates: 

The following grants have been approved and allocated by the Foundations’ grant committee in 

the new fiscal year: 

 

Description Fund Amount 

Dorm Furniture Restricted $1200 

Scripts for school-wide 

play/dramatic reading 

Program Enhancement $190 

Food for Medieval Feast Program Enhancement $500 

Transportation for Common 

Ground Fair 

Program Enhancement $1060 

Residential Life Fund for 

Monthly Wing Events 

Program Enhancement $1500 

Student room & board 

scholarships 

Student Assistance $11,800 

YMCA Youth in Government  

student assistance 

Student Assistance $155 

Funds to create high quality 

lab equipment 

Technology $603 

Money for yearbook cameras Technology $200 

Funds for teacher to attend 

National Association of 

Biology Teachers conference 

Professional Development $1475 

Funds for teacher to attend 

Davis Planetarium conference 

Professional Development $358 

 TOTAL: $19,041 

 

 The Grant Committee has also reviewed a grant request to purchase materials for an 

archery program at the school, but has delayed a vote on the request until further 

information is gathered. 

 

Remaining Budgeted Funds: 

 

 MSSM Foundation Grants 

 
Budgeted Remaining 

Unrestricted* 
 

$6,210 $6,210 

Program Enhancement 
 

$4,000 $750 

Student Assistance 
 

$20,000 $8,045 

Technology 
 

$1,000 $197.00 

Professional Development 
 

$2,500 $685 

Advertising 
 

$0 $0 

Summer Camp Scholarships 
 

$7,500 $7,500 

Public Relations and Outreach 
 

$242 $242 

Restricted (Dorm Furniture)  $1200 $0 

Total MSSM Foundation Grants 
 

$42,652 $23,629 



 

Fundraising Committee Updates: 
 

Greenhouse: With the $40,000 pledged by the Foundation, we are currently at $110,397 towards 

our goal of $148,400.  In addition, Oakes & Parkhurst has indicated they may be willing to 

donate the glass for the greenhouse (value of approx. $20,000). The school is currently working 

to order the superstructure for the greenhouse.  Members of the board of directors set a goal to 

each raise or donate $1250 towards this project.   

 

Makerspace: We have raised $10,900 towards our goal of $47,249 on the Makerspace project. 

Gregg Hamlin has created an amazon wishlist of items needed in the Makerspace. The large item 

(~$12,000) that he thinks would really benefit the space this year is a laser cutter such as the one 

at this link.   

 

Fall Annual Appeal & Letter: The annual appeal and letter were sent out before Thanksgiving 

2014. Steve Symonds secured free printing and envelope stuffing through Garry Markoff at Tall 

Oak Printing. Ben Schade (an MSSM student) and Nahar Little (who filled in for Nadia 

Thompson) worked to find new addresses for the approx. 500 out of 2000 returned envelopes 

that didn't make it to their donors last year.  These have been updated in the Foundation's 

database system.   

 

Educators' Camp:  Bangor Savings has donated $2500 towards the 2015 Educators' 

Camp.  Luke Shorty and Mike Lambert have been meeting with the commissioner and 

legislation to increase funding for the school that might cover the cost of this annual professional 

development program. However, funding decisions are not generally determined until June.  The 

cost of the Educators' Camp was approx. $65,000 last year, largely supported by an anonymous 

donation through the Maine Community Foundation in the amount of $40,000. 

  

http://amzn.com/w/1USANPL964FSD
http://amzn.com/B00AN9JVEO


 

 

              

Lisa Smith 

Summer Camp Director 
 

Camp Dates: 

Camp dates have been established for 2015.  The camp cost will remain $700 this year. 

Boy's Camp 

Boys' Wk 1 (Ages 10-12): June 21 - 27 

Boys' Wk 2 (Ages 11-13): June 28 - July 4 

Boys' Wk 3 (Ages 12-14): July 5 - 11 

  

Campers ages 11, 12 & 13 can stay for two 

weeks. 

Girl's Camp 

Girls' Wk 1 (Ages 10-12): July 12 - 18 

Girls' Wk 2 (Ages 11-13) July 19 - 25 

Girls' Wk 3 (Ages 12-14): July 26 - August 1 

 

Campers ages 11, 12, & 13 can stay for two 

weeks. 

 

Enrollment: 

This October, the 2015 summer camp information was updated on the camp website.  Camp and 

staff applications became available Oct. 15, 2014.  We have already received several staff and 

camper applications. 

 

Enrollment has increased in all weeks (except girls’ week 3) in comparison with enrollment at 

the same date last year. 

 

 
 

Summer Camp Endowment: 

In order to ensure that all campers, regardless of financial need can attend the MSSM Summer 

Camps, the camp needs to raise approximately $15,000 in additional scholarship funds each year.  

In an effort to provide a sustainable fund to meet this goal, the summer programs is investing 

$15,000 in an endowment through the Foundation, with the hope of investing $10,000 each 

subsequent year (revenue permitting). The goal is to utilize the annual interest generated from 

this endowment (4%) to provide scholarships to campers each year. 
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Educators’ Camp: 

The summer programs will host its 4
th

 annual Educators’ Camp August 2-August 7, 2015.  This 

program costs approximately $65,000 to run each year. Bangor Savings has donated $2500 

towards the 2015 event. MSSM hopes to receive additional financial support from the state of 

Maine to help pay for this outreach program that serves teachers from across the state.  The 

Educators’ Camp is accepting applications for presenters at this time and participants can register 

online at our website. 
  



 

 

              

Barrie Brusila, President 

MSSM Parents’ Association 

 

In addition to the traditional teacher/staff appreciation day in the spring, the PA is organizing an 

additional winter appreciation event, delivering a plate of holiday cookies to each teacher and 

staff person on the first or second weekend in December.  Including coaches and kitchen staff, 

the total is 70 people.  As of this writing, we’re deciding whether to bake them at school with 

students, or purchase them from Gwen’s Bakery in Limestone. 

 

We had a very productive PA meeting in October during parents’ weekend.  An enthusiastic 

group of about 30 parents supported creating a parent mentor program.  This will be a service for 

first-year and prospective parents.  Although the mentor program is focused on parents, it can 

help the school by encouraging uncertain prospective parents and thus increasing the number of 

applicants.  It can also support new parents through their first year, easing the transition for them 

and thus the students, and perhaps thus lowering the number of drop-outs.   A draft proposal has 

been created and will be formalized with Luke Shorty and Alan Whittemore. 

 

Perhaps our biggest success in the past quarter was a series of 5 regional parent meetings held 

earlier this month.  About 2 dozen families gathered to share food, camaraderie, and discussion 

on various MSSM topics.  We will continue to hold these meetings on at least a quarterly basis, 

and work on coordinating the timing with the admissions office, so we can invite prospective 

parents and parents of newly admitted students.    

 

In response to a request from the student senate, Marian Reagan located and purchased a set of 

chairs for the dorm kitchen for $100.  The current ones are in poor condition.  On a grander 

scale, we have two parents co-chairing a committee to work with Matt Grillo on upgrading the 

dorm furniture.  This is a much bigger and more expensive project that is in the exploratory 

stage.   Completing the funding for the new greenhouse is the priority for the Foundation now, 

and thus the priority for the PA.  Greenhouse brochures were distributed at the regional 

meetings, and I think this helped to renew interest in the project.   

 

Barrie Brusila will be the PA representative to the Board of Trustees, and Cate Monroe is the 

representative to the Foundation.  
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Luke C. Shorty 

Executive Director 
 

Since September the Board committees have been working on a regular basis.  

 

 The Governance committee has met to talk about operation of the Board, Board 

evaluation, and the process for recommending names to the Governor’s office for new 

Board members.  

 

 The Advancement committee has been discussing how to continue our sustained growth 

and preparing for our 20 year celebration.  

 

 The Program committee continues to work toward an institutional-wide program review 

and to work with the Academic Dean, the Dean of Students, and the Faculty 

representative to support them in their efforts to deliver top notch programming to 

MSSM’s students.  

 

 The Finance committee has been keeping a close eye on our financials and the FY2014 

audit which you can read more about in Mr. Lambert’s report. The Compensation 

subcommittee has been working very hard over the last three months to do an intensive, 

deep investigation into our compensation systems and to make sure we are in alignment 

with best practices in compensation and to make sure that we are competitive in attracting 

and retaining top notch staff here at MSSM. 

 

As you will read in Mr. Grillo’s management report, things have been going very well in our 

second dormitory building. The transition has been fairly smooth and the input I have received 

from students is that they are enjoying the new space.  

 

Mr. Whittemore’s report will show the board how our admission season is shaping up and how 

this season compares to last. Our November Open House was well attended and due to space 

constraints we had to direct many families to our January Open House.  

 

As you read Dr. Richardson’s report you will notice the work that is being done in collaboration 

with student senate and the faculty to improve our academic programs. 

 

Last, but not least you will see in Mike Lambert’s report the news that our audit came back 

clean, but with a 2014 year ending balance in the red. This along with our desire to find funds to 

give staff a well-deserved pay raise for the work done in the 2013-2014 school year has led me to 

the decision to freeze the current budget to control our expenses. The Finance and Facilities 

committee did meet on the 24th and will have a recommendation in regards to salary adjustments 

for staff members. 
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Once more I am thankful for your support of the school and your insight as we move forward 

through these challenges in making MSSM a great place for both its students and the State of 

Maine. 


